I. INTRODUCTION
In July, 2010 Dr. Carol Rosenberg, PI for the funded project "Allelic imbalance, or loss of heterozygosity, in normal-appearing breast epithelium as a novel biomarker to predict breast cancer" left Boston University Medical Center. As I have been actively involved with the research proposed, I have been asked to compile and submit the final report for this funded project. Since the last Annual Project (submitted in February, 2010), all experiments have been completed, the study cohorts unblinded as to path status, and the findings tabulated as to rates and specific locations of AI/LOH [abbreviated here as AI] based on clinical outcome.
II. BODY.
Task 1. Identify 70 subjects from the Nurses' Health Study Benign Breast Disease (NHS-BBD) nested case-control study who had benign breast biopsies with available tissue blocks and full clinical follow-up. Months 1-16.
This task is complete.
1) Dr Tamimi selected and assembled the benign breast disease tissue blocks. As planned, she selected breast cancer cases from the nested case-control study of benign breast disease and breast cancer who were between ages 35 and 55 at the time of the benign biopsy, had no atypia on the benign biopsy, and had no family history of breast cancer. For each breast cancer case, she selected one control who was matched as closely as possible to the case on age at benign biopsy, year of biopsy and who also lacked atypia on the biopsy and a family history of breast cancer. A total of 44 cases and 44 controls (with a total of 343 tissue blocks) met the criteria. Extra cases and controls are included because when the blocks are examined in the lab, some will be found to be unusable for technical reasons such as: no or too few normal lobules, or degraded DNA. The 343 blocks were sent to the Rosenberg lab blinded as to identity and outcome. The blocks were stored in a locked room accessible only to the PI and one laboratory associate. We developed a spreadsheet to track the blocks, and examined each block to determine which were physically able to be cut, sectioned each block that could be cut to confirm that the sections contained normal epithelium. After this was done, we returned all 343 blocks to Dr Tamimi. We have no NHS-BBD blocks in our possession.
2) The number of subjects was increased (with IRB approval) to 88 (44 cases, 44 controls).
Task 2:
Microdissect multiple normal-appearing epithelial samples (TDLU) from each eligible NHS-BBD subject's blocks, extract DNA, quantify AI using an optimized marker panel and a high-throughput system. Months 1-33. 1) We completed the switch from a radioactive, gel and autoradiography-based detection system to a fluorescent, capillary electrophoresis-based detection system. This detection system is more automated, and therefore permits higher throughput for detection of AI/LOH.
2) We optimized our marker panel. After testing numerous samples of DNA extracted from the NHS-BBD blocks, we found that large-sized amplicons (larger than about 125 bp) had to be eliminated because they did not amplify reliably. This is almost certainly due to the blocks' old age (from the 1960s -1990s) and heterogeneous fixation procedures the tissues underwent at time of biopsy. We refined our marker list to include primers that amplify products < 125 bp in length and that can be purchased already fluorescently labeled at ABI.
Task 2B: Section NHS-BBD blocks, microdissect normal epithelium, isolate DNA, perform PCRs, and run reaction products through capillary electrophoresis. Months 6-33. 1) By June 2009, we had examined all of the blocks, and divided the subject into 5 groups, based on block age (which ranged from the 1990s to the 1960s). We had analyzed blocks from the 3 groups dated in reverse chronological order, i.e., those from the 1990s, the late 1980s, and the early 1980s. We had sectioned all blocks with features permitting analysis -i.e., blocks that contain normal epithelial lesions (terminal ductal lobular units, or TDLUs) of adequate size to generate sufficient DNA, and of great enough number per subject for statistical analysis (n≥3), and that can fit into a modern microtome (since some blocks are fairly old and come from diverse hospitals, a few subjects' blocks were of eccentric shape that could not technically fit into any microtome configuration currently in use). Then all potential lesions were microdissected. Subsequently, we extracted their DNA, and then performed multiplex PCR using the optimized markers, capillary electrophoresis, quantification of the output, replicates on all samples with AI.
2) At the present time, we have examined and sectioned all NHS-BBD blocks (n=343). We have found that a larger-than-expected number of TDLUs contained DNA of insufficient quality to yield reliable results. These subjects also had to be removed from analysis. When we finished examining all potential subjects, a total of 33 of the original 88 (37%) subjects were analyzable. Table 1 (attached) provides information about the criteria used to identify subjects with usable DNA.
3) As planned, we calculated AI using a reproducible 33% difference in allele intensity as our cut-off. This cut-off corresponds to an allele intensity ratio of 1.5 or 0.67. This ratio is a good choice to discern authentic AI: the old age of the NHS-BBD subject blocks leads to a greater likelihood that there might be a higher background level of DNA damage manifesting as AI than there might be in "younger" or more recently fixed/embedded blocks. If we were to use a lower cut-off (such as 25%, corresponding to an allele intensity ratio of 1/33 or 0.75), the noisiness, or false positives, might mask real differences between groups.
Task 2C: Enter results onto Excel spreadsheet, send spreadsheet to statistician. Months 12-33.
Data has been entered into Excel spreadsheets and descriptive analyses are complete. Originally each case was matched with a control. After subjects and blocks dropped out based on study criteria, 33 subjects remained [16 control subjects (no cancer) and 17 case subjects (developed cancer)]. They included 6 matched pairs and 21 unmatched subjects. Table 2A summarizes characteristics of the 33 NHS-BBD subjects (such as age at diagnosis, number of blocks/case, number of TDLU/case). Table 2B summarizes the characteristics of the 6 matched pairs for the same variables. Group characteristics across all 33 subjects or across the 6 matched pairs are vertically identical. [25 versus 20] . The number of subjects with AI/ total number of subjects is higher for the case subjects [65% versus 50%]. Multiple AI per subject occurred only once in the case subjects while it occurred 6 times in the control subjects. In the matched pairs, the control subjects had the same number of TDLU as the case subjects, but 1.6 times more informative markers and 2.4 more AIs than the case subjects. The fact that the total number of cases with AI/ total number subjects is the same in the both groups [67%] indicates that the case subjects tended to have a single AI/subject while the controls tended to have multiple AIs/ subject.
To show that multiple TDLUs isolated from the same tissue block were independent events, we examined the relationship of AI to number of blocks and number of TDLUs. In every case with multiple AI [whether control or case subject], the fingerprints were different indicating that each AI was in fact an independent event. There was only one subject where the AIs were the same and came from TDLUs from the same block. This was control subject N017 with AIs in N4 and N5 at 16q [loss of the upper allele]. In every other case loss of either the upper or lower allele had occurred, so the fingerprints were different.
Other variables, such as subject age, block age, number of TDLU or number of informative markers, could bias the findings. As expected as the number of TDLUs and informative markers increased, the number of AI increased. An increase in block age might have been expected to produce an increase in detection of artifactual AI, however this was not observed indicating that the DNA was so damaged or degraded, due to older aged, that even the small amplicons [<125 bp in length] could not be amplified. An unexpected finding was that as the subjects aged, the number of AI decreased. Table 6C ]. One possible explanation might be the result of higher estrogen levels present in younger women. Recent reviews examined a) the role of estrogen in initiation and 2) the genotoxic metabolites of estrodiol in the breast as a potential mechanism of estrodiol induced carcinogenesis [1] [2] [3] . The introduction of DNA damage along with the proliferative effects of estrogen during menstrual cycling represent an example of the classical model of carcinogenesis: initiation and proliferation leading to cancer development. Table 4 compares the present results with the results of our original study [4] . We find that, in the present study, the patients are the same age as in previous study [mean age ~ 44 yrs]. The proportion of patients with AI falls within the range seen in the previous study [55%] . In the earlier study 28% of the control group [RM, reduction mammoplasty subjects] displayed AI while in the present study 50% of the control subjects [no cancer] displayed AI. In the present study 65% of our case subjects [developed cancer] displayed AI while in the previous study 81-83% of the test groups [sporadic breast cancer subjects or BRCA1 mutation carriers] displayed AI. The number of AI per informative site [5.4 versus 1.2], the number of AI/TDLU [0.285 versus 0.142] and the mean block age [23.5 versus 2.7 yrs] are all higher than in the original study. These results may reflect authentic differences between patient populations between studies, the age of the blocks, or the uses of the 33% allele ration cut off. 
This task is now complete.
Since February 2010 we have finished all the experimental work, the study population has been unblinded, and the data analyzed. In Table 5 we have tabulated AI by chromosome site for a) all subjects and b) for the matched pairs.
While 55 [63%] of potential subjects were excluded from the study, modified statistical analyses were conducted on the remaining 33 subjects.
a) Cancer and AI
Primary analysis focused on the presence of AI, as a dichotomous outcome, and its impact on the likelihood of developing cancer. As a crude assessment, Chi-Square tests and Fisher Exact test were performed. In order to adjust for covariates, logistic regression was used with the development of cancer as the dependent variable, and AI and covariate as independent. AI was analyzed both in aggregate [across all markers], and distinctly for each marker. If an individual had presence of AI on any TDLUs for a specific marker, that person was considered AI positive for that marker. If an individual were AI positive for any marker, that person was considered to be AI positive in aggregate. Because the number of TDLUs per person would increase the probability of finding AI, the number of TDLUs analyzed for each person was an important covariate in the logistic regression. Secondary analysis examined the relationship between and age and the likelihood of developing AI. Logistic regression was performed with AI as the dependent variable, with age and covariates as independent. Again, the analysis was performed both by aggregating AI across all markers and by distinctly analyzing AI In the case of aggregated AI, Chi-square analysis yielded an odds ratio [OR] of 1.83 and a corresponding p-value of 0.39. While the presence of AI in aggregate increases the odds of cancer by 1.83, the p-value is not significant at the alpha=0.05 level. In logistic regression, adjusting for age of subject, block age, and number of TDLUs per person, the OR is 1.78 with a p-value of 0.47. AI, in aggregate, increases the likelihood of cancer but the effect is not statistically significant.
In the case of marker specific AI, p-values are reported unadjusted for multiple testing. Due to small sample size, Fisher Exact tests were used in place of Chi-Square tests to provide crude results. The lowest p-value obtained was 0.22 at marker 17pVNTR, with crude OR of 0 [see Table 6A ]. In order to run logistic regression, in cases with any 0 cells in the AI cancer cross-tabulation, 1 individual was added to each cell in order to attain convergence. This technique was used for markers 17p [VNTR and 17pTP53] . While this biases results toward the null for these markers, it provides an interpretable result [see Table 6B ]. In these logistic regressions, 3 out of 9 markers had an OR of greater that 1, indicating AI at only three markers seemed to increase cancer risk. More specifically, 17pVNTR had an OR of 0.167 with a p-value of 0.194, suggesting that AI at this marker might be associated as reduced risk of caner. None of these results, however, are statistically significant at the alpha=0.05 level. In marker specific AI, adjusting for block age, number of TDLUs per person and cancer, 3 out of 9 markers had an OR greater than 1. The remaining 6 had ORs<1, implying age of subject decreases the chance of AI at these markers. None of these results, however, were significant at the alpha=0.05 level. b) AI and Subject age Secondary analysis examined the relationship between age and the likelihood of developing AI. Logistic regression was performed with AI as the dependent variable, with age and covariates as independent. The analysis was performed both by aggregating AI across all markers and by distinctly analyzing AI at each marker.
In the situation of aggregate AI, adjusting for block age, number of TDLUs per person and cancer status, a single year in age was associated with OR of 0.93 with a corresponding p-value of 0.32. An increase in subject age appeared to decrease the chance of aggregate AI, but the effect was not statistically significant at the alpha=0.05 level.
In marker specific AI, also adjusting for block age, number of TDLUs per person and cancer status, 3 out of 9 markers had an OR greater than one. The remaining six had ORs<1 implying age of subject decreases the chance of AI at these markers. None of these results, however, are significant at the alpha = .05 level [see Table 6C ].
So we can conclude that aggregating over all markers, AI seems to increase risk for cancer, but the results is not statistically significant. Independently, AI on specific markers does not seem to have a consistent effect on cancer status, but the sample sizes are very small. The relationship between AI and age is not clear-cut either. In aggregate, age appears to reduce the risk of AI, but the result is not statistically significant. Across markers, the effect of age on the risk of AI varies, but again, no results are statistically significant.
Task 4. Manuscript write-up and presentation of results. Months 24-36.

This is not yet complete.
We have begun work on a manuscript. Since no association was found primarily due to study size, we are looking for the best journal to publish the "negative" results. One possibility might be PloS One. Whatever the publication, it will acknowledge the support of the US Army Medical Research and Material Command support.
III. KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
July 2006 -July 2007 > NHS BBD substudy cases and controls identified and blocks pulled; blocks sent blinded as to identify and outcome to the Rosenberg lab; blocks received and stored as required by regulations. > switch made from radioactive gel-based system to fluorescent capillary electrophoresis based system to detect AI/LOH.
July 2007 -July 2008
> all blocks sectioned and returned to NHS > optimization of primer multiplexes for small amplicons > experiments begun, starting with most recent samples and working backwards chronologically. These experiments are: laser capture microdissection of each lesion separately, DNA extraction, amplification, and analysis using fluorescently labeled microsatellite markers (n=9); AI/LOH determination [33% cut-off] and confirmation by replicate PCR at each marker; data entry onto spreadsheet. Results from the initial, most contemporary, batch of subjects (n=11) indicated that the rate of AI/LOH approximated what we saw in our initial paper. Results from these subjects were submitted to the DoD EoH conference. .
IV. REPORTABLE OUTCOMES.
> Results from the initial batch of samples were submitted in Jan 2008 as an abstract to the DoD Era of Hope meeting (Abstract No P25-12, which was attached to July 2008's Annual Report.)
V. CONCLUSIONS.
The goal of this study was to determine whether the occurrence of AI/LOH (abbreviated here as AI) in histologically normal epithelium from non-cancerous breasts predicts future breast cancer development. Specifically, all subjects have been identified and their tissue blocks sent to Dr Rosenberg's laboratory. All blocks that could be sectioned were cut, and all blocks were returned to Dr Tamimi at the NHS. The techniques to study the AI/LOH in a more automated fashion have been finalized, and now all lesions have been microdissected, each lesions' DNA has been extracted, quantified, and tested for quality, and assessment of AI (or not) has been determined for each lesion at each marker. Descriptive statistics are completed. As mentioned earlier several recent publications [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , as well as our own data [9] continue to provide evidence that supports the hypothesis that genomic changes in histologically normal-appearing tissues have cancer relevance. These recent references are consistent with our hypothesis that AI/LOH in histologically normal breast epithelium may be a clinically meaningful predictor of outcome.
Unblinding of the NHS-BBD subjects with regard to cancer outcome yielded 16 controls [no cancer] and 17 case subjects [developed cancer]. They included 6 matched pairs and 21 unmatched subjects. As the number of matched pairs was so few, we analyzed the data across unmatched groups [control versus case subjects] and between the 6 matched pairs whenever possible. We found it impossible to make a definitive prediction due to the sample size. However, there were a few trends suggested. AI seemed to increase risk for cancer, but the results were not statistically significant. Independently, AI on specific markers did not seem to have a consistent effect on cancer status, but again the sample sizes are very small. The relationship between AI and age was not clear-cut either. In aggregate, age appeared to reduce the risk of AI, but the result was not statistically significant. Across markers, the effect of age on the risk of AI varied, but again, no results were statistically significant. Future studies exploring the differences seen between the two groups at 17p [TP53 locus] might elucidate how AI in the TP53 gene [VNTR marker] may be a protective factor in women presenting with benign breast disease.
In summary, the study was pampered by two technical problems. The first problem concerned the block appearance where 22/88 [25 %] subjects had tissue blocks that were either in cassettes too large to fit a standard microtome [7/22] or were in large wax blocks [15/22]. We requested that the tissue be re-embedded but Dr. Tamimi denied the request. The second problem concerned the remaining blocks. Before receiving the tissues, many of them were used in a TMA [tissue microarray] study and arrived with many large punched holes in the tissues greatly limiting the number of TDLUs available for the study. We had to reject 13/88 (14.7%) subjects based on TDLU issues. These two technical problems greatly compromised our proposed study design. If more matched pairs could be identified, we might increase the power of the study so that the trends observed would become statistically significant. . This led to the hypothesis that women who have AI in their T DLUs are at an increased risk for breast cancer. This study tests that hypothesis, by examining TDLUs from benign breast biopsies of women in t he Nurses' Health Studies -Benign Breast Disease (NHS-BBD) nested case-control study. The NHS-BBD study consists of a subset of women enrolled in the NHS. Cases are wom en with breast ca ncer diagnosed by June 1, 1995, with a previous benign breast biopsy and available pathology specimens. Controls are w omen matched for age and year of benign biopsy, who had not been diagnosed with breast cancer at the tim e the case was diagnosed, and available pathology specim ens. Baseline information and clinical follow-up are available for all subjects.
Methods: Cases (n=44) and controls (n=44) were women 35-55 years of age at the tim e of benign biopsy whose biopsies lacked atypia, and who had no fa mily history of breast cancer. 10-μ sections were cut from paraffin blocks and TDLUs were removed by laser microdissection. DNA was extracted, and 10-20 ng were used per PCR. AI was determined by a fluores cent, capillary electrophoresis-based detection system (Applied Biosystems 3100) with a standard cut-off (repr oducible 33% change in peak height). The microsatellite panel is being optimized to add markers with high heterozygosity and small amplified fragments. AI analyses were performed blinded to case-control status.
Results: To date, 11 subjects have been st udied. Seven of 11 could be analyzed, generating 38 TDLUs (range 3-8/subject). (T wo subjects had degraded DNA, and 2 had insufficient TDLUs). The 38 TDLUs were ex amined with the cu rrent marker panel consisting of 9 markers on 7 chromosome arms (1q, 7q, 8p, 11q, 16q, 17p, 17q); a total of 211 heterozygous sites could be scored. Six of the 211 (2.8%) sites, from 4/7 (57%) subjects, demonstrated AI. The mean num ber of AI per TDLU was 0.158. These rates resemble those found in our previous study, in which wom en with no increased cancer risk vs those with cancer [or high cancer risk] had a rate of AI = 0.6% vs 1.5%; the proportion of women with any AI = 28% vs ~ 82%; and the num ber of AI per TDL U = 0.087 vs ~ 0.170.
Conclusions: Despite the age of the paraffin blocks used in the current study, AI could be analyzed in histologically normal breast epithelium from benign breast biopsies of women in t he NHS-BBD study. Initial results demonstrate that the rate of AI, the proportion of subjects with AI, and the number of AI per TDLU are consistent with those found in our earlier study. This suggests that analysis of the re maining subjects, and subsequent unblinding of cases and controls, will help to elucidate whether AI in normal epithelium can predict future development of breast cancer.
